The research of single point incremental forming process for composite mould production
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1. Introduction

Today, companies, aiming to survive the intense competition in manufacturing sector, must constantly improve their technological processes. On the other hand, constantly changing and growing customer requirements make companies seek not only for high quality and effective, but especially for flexible technologies. The increasing demand for large scale customised composites is driving a trend toward low cost, lighter – weight, durable composite tooling development and away from traditional tooling. Sheet aluminium blanks can be used for production of moulds for composite structure manufacturing and drastically decrease manufacturing cost and time of tooling. [1]. Although sheet metal may be formed in various ways, but not all methods are suitable for small batch production especially for production of moulds for composites. Traditional technologies, such as, for example, stamping or deep drawing requires large investment and are not flexible. In this case, each production of mould requires special technological equipment, which extremely increases manufacturing time and cost. New sheet metal forming technologies enable manufacturing of one piece products and prototypes of various complex shapes, using only simple and flexible tooling. These technologies are called die-less forming. Incremental sheet metal forming (ISMF) is effective for prototyping and small batch production. Moreover, it is highly flexible and carries only low set-up costs [2, 3]. Simple ISMF application requires conventional CNC milling machine, relatively simple equipment and tools. In addition, researchers are constantly working on the improvement of this technology, aiming to make it even more applicable [1-6]. Although scientific magazines publish significant amount of publications in this regard, this technology is not completely researched yet, because it depends on variety of non-constant parameters. Now, it is well known that the efficiency of ISMF and quality of prototype depends on parameters of technological process and properties of material processed [4].

Some researchers concentrate on optimisation of a toolpath, maintaining that it helps to improve quality of products while reducing manufacturing costs. The influence of a toolpath in traditional milling technology is well known and has been discussed in various scientific publications. However, currently the researchers insist that a toolpath is one of the most important factors influencing the quality of the process in ISMF technology too [5, 6]. On the other hand, this technology is further developed, and new factors influencing the quality and the efficiency of the process are added. Robotic ISMF is one of the alternatives for manufacturing sheet metal products of complex geometrical shapes. In this case, standard CNC processing centre is replaced by one or several robots that make the technology even more flexible [7]. Although originally this technology was intended for soft metals, currently there are see publications that discuss its efficiency in processing hard-to-form titanium sheets. In this case, hard-to-form materials are processed applying additional heating of a tool or sheet metal [8]. In this case, there are two additional parameters: temperature and lubrication between a tool and material formed. Some additional measures are applied aiming to increase the efficiency of the process with soft sheet metal too, e.g. variously shaped cuts [9]. The formability of sheet metal, especially of single point incremental forming (SPIF), extremely depends on the rigidity of sheet metal formed [10].

Surface parameters of a product formed, namely roughness, are important indicators of quality, especially for mould production. Since ISMF is a contact processing method, roughness of the surface processed depends on the process, the tool, the shape of the prototype, and the parameters of the material. Roughness forecast and analytical thinking become extremely important aiming to manufacture products with desired quality of their surface. The analytical roughness assessment model designed allows forecasting roughness already in early manufacturing stages [11]. However, fracture forecast is important too, since closed contour of the product is not always performed smoothly. Fractures appear due to extreme tension of sheet metal and it may be prevented only by process simulation in early manufacturing stage and the selection of suitable technological parameters [12].

Although ISMF is not the one only alternative technology which can be used for composite mould production (fast, cheap and flexible tooling is also called rapid tooling presented in various papers [13-15]), this technology provides many opportunities for composites tooling with low investments.

This article analyses material formation features in relation to changing geometrical shape of the part formed. Main task of this research paper is to find optimal technological regimes of single point incremental process for composite mould production. On other hand at least few materials also need to be tested because of their different formability properties.
2. Design and building of the SPIF tooling

Six different types of the ISMF technology may be used depending on the use of blank fixing, supports and the number of tools used for the process. The simplest process when sheet metal forming method requires only one tool and does not require any support called SPIF. Although this method is the simplest, it ensures the high enough quality and it is very flexible process, enabling production of different shape moulds. The frame (Fig. 1) of technological equipment was designed and used for experimental tests. Such fixing allows local deformation of the processed sheet and enables keeping it in initial position during the entire process. Working area of the designed equipment is 170x170 mm. Maximum height of the formed prototype is 100 mm.

A tool used for the formation of a sheet metal is fixed at a spindle of CNC milling machine. Tools intended to process different surfaces differ by their shape and by the size of their working part. Fig. 2 shows tools of three types. A sphere ended tool is typically used for the manufacturing of different shape elements. Flat ended tool is used in processing of flat surfaces and forming of angles. Small diameter sphere ended tools, are designed for the formation of small precise elements.

The diameter of a tool has a great influence on formation process. Tools with smaller radius of a working part possess better forming characteristics. Using smaller tools, heat, emitted in result of friction, is highly localized, thus material becomes more tensile and formable. However, radius of a tool cannot be reduced to unlimited extent due to the strength and resistance to bending fatigue of tools material. On the other hand, smaller tool means greater consumption of manufacturing time.

During the manufacturing process, a tool can rotate in the direction of movement or counter it. Direction of rotation influences the quality of the surface. In case of counter-movement rotation, the surface experiences additional deformations. Metal heats up at greater extent, its structure changes, and the surface becomes rough. Therefore the movement-wise direction of rotation is used more often. In this case, it is attempted to match rotation and sliding speeds of a tool. By this way, the tool is working with the rolling friction, heat emission is reduced, and the quality of processed part is improved. On the other hand, a tool may not be brought into the forced rotation at all. In this case, a tool is fixed in a spindle and left for free movement. Here, rotation of tool appears in result of friction forces acting between the tool and the part processed.

3. Methodology

Since literature lack for the information on the selection of work regimes, this work is focused on the analysis of practical applications of SPIF for sheet metal mould production. Technological regimes were set experimentally. The technological process involves sheet metal forming only, thus the processing regimes might be noticeably higher than in metal cutting procedures. Movement and rotation speed ratio is considered optimal when it provokes the rolling friction. But it should be taken into account, that rolling friction is almost impossible with a sphere ended tool, due to tool spherical surface. On the other hand, there is an opinion, that forming improves when lower regimes or increased temperatures of a tool and material processed are used [12]. Some other parameters (e.g. tollpath) that might influence the quality of the part processed were changed during experiments. It should be noticed, that experiment was prepared with a help of specific CAM systems that allow generating various toolpaths. But it should be stated that does not exist the optimal toolpath for all prototypes thus changes of geometrical shapes might require different toolpaths. Moreover the toolpath influences not only the efficiency of the process, but also the quality of the surface of the part processed. The spiral toolpath was used in all experiments because it was considered as the best for selected shapes of moulds prototypes.

One of the most important parameters of a mould – the wall thickness depends on the thickness of material processed, tool forming angle \( \beta \), and forming height \( h \) and other (Fig. 3). It is known that forming process becomes more complicated when angle \( \beta \) gets closer to 90\(^\circ\). In this case, walls become thinner and may fracture. Thus, an equation for forecasting shear formed wall thickness in relation to forming angle can be used [16]:

\[
 t_f = t_0 \sin (90 - \beta),
\]
where $t_0$ is thickness of sheet metal before forming, mm; $\beta$ is forming angle, degrees; $t_f$ is forecasted thickness of sheet metal after the operation, mm.

The influence of tool movement step on formability of sheet metal is still under the discussion. The main assumption is that the shorter the step the greater the formability, and vice versa [17].

Roughness is another important indicator of surface quality, which is also very significant for composite mould. Tool movement step in direction of $z$ (vertical) axis is one of the main factors influencing roughness of the surface. Surface roughness depends on a shape and on a size of a tool also. It is important to mention that smaller diameter spherical tools produce elements of higher quality surface, however highly increases manufacturing costs and time. Then the vertical tool movement step $z_0$ is selected, $z_1$ may be calculated as follows:

$$z_1 = z_0 / \sin \beta,$$

where $\beta$ is forming angle, degrees; $z_0$ is tool movement step in direction of $z$ axis, mm; $z_1$ – tool movement step in relation to forming angle, mm. Then forecasted surface roughness may be calculated as follows [9, 15].

$$R_z = \frac{125 z_1^2}{r},$$

where $R_z$ is forecasted roughness of the part processed, $\mu$m; $r$ is radius of the working part of a tool, mm. Typically, this formula guarantee only 10% error between forecasted and actual roughness. It has also been observed that surface roughness is higher in case with non – rotating tools [18]. The surface roughness can be reduced decreasing the relative motion between a tool and a work piece. Actually it is important to determine roughness of outside and inside surfaces of the mould wall, once each surface could be used for production of composite structure. Here surface which has contact with tool is called the inside surface.

The hardness of mould surface is another important parameter which has crucial importance on composite mould quality. By using SPIF technology materials are deformed plastically and their surfaces are hardened. During the experiments aluminium alloys were used for mould production and changes of materials mechanical properties have been analysed aiming to improve mechanical characteristics of moulds.

4. Experimental tests

Experiments were performed on CNC machine DMU 35M. Processing programs were developed with MasterCam 9 software. Equipment of the experiments is shown in Fig. 4. During experimental analysis two different materials were used. For the first experimental part aluminium EN AW5754 and EN AW1050 DDQ for the second part of analysis was used. Two different materials were chosen because of their different formability. Later stepover was changed and formability of the part was checked to find the highest formability angle. First part of the experiments was performed using the fixed work regimes. Spindle rotation direction matched the direction of movement.

Spindle rotation speed – 400 rpm, feed rate – 400 mm/min and plunge rate – 300 mm/min. Tool movement in direction $z$ axis was recalculated in accordance to the displacement in direction of $x$–$y$ axis (stepover). The stepover was 0.8 mm during experiments of the first type. Later stepover was reduced and formability checked.

During the first part of the experiments with AW5754 aluminium, parts of similar circular shape were formed. The depth of the prototype formed $h = 40$ mm, remained constant during all the experiments. Forming angle $\beta$ varied from 42°to 85°. Also, it should be noticed that maximum dimensions of formable area in $x$ and $y$ axis direction remained the same – 170x170 mm. However, dimensions of the part selected in $x$ and $y$ axis were 100x100 mm. The support sheet that restricts forming of sheet metal was used too. The first experiment was performed on aluminium AW5754 material, which chemical composition is delivered in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical composition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quantity, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mechanical properties formed materials are presented in Table 2. Aluminium AW 5754 possesses good forming properties thus it is used for deep drawing and rolling. However, it should be highlighted, that single point incremental sheet forming can generates greater elongations than a deep drawing method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanical properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proof stress 0.2%, MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile strength, MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elongation, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vickers hardness (HV)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Another material used in experiments was aluminium AW 1050 DDQ. This type of material is common to use in deep drawing technology because elongation can be until 35%.

Fig. 5 shows the dependence between forming depth and forming angle. As it was mentioned, forming depth was kept constant in all cases. The diagram shows that only two parts avoided fractures. Whereas, when forming angle exceeds 53º, forming depth dramatically decreases.

Fig. 6 Fractures of formed elements

In all cases, fractures looked very similar. They are delivered in Fig. 6. However fractures’ locations differed. When forming angle is at its maximum 85º, fractures appear in the corners. It should be mentioned, that the corners of the parts formed were rounded at a radius of \( r = 20 \) mm. Meanwhile, when the forming angle was 63º, the first fracture appeared on a straight formed surface. In this case, corners were formed smoothly, and only then the fracture appeared.

Fig. 7 The distribution of part wall thickness for material AW5754, forming angle 42º

Measurement of walls of the part without fractures, with the forming angle 76º, indicated the thickness of 0.42 mm. However, analytical calculations using the Eq. (1) forecast wall thickness of 0.36 mm. But it should be mentioned that Eq. (1) is dedicated for forecasting of wall thickness of shear formed parts. It should be mentioned that when the wall thickness of formed part is lower than 0.7 mm micro fractures can occur. These defects of structure can influence mechanical properties and quality of the mould and later – the quality of formed composite.

Thus deep parts (depth is more than 50 mm) cannot be formed from aluminium AW5754 because of the risk of microcracking. Therefore another part of experiments was performed with aluminium AW1050. In this case better formability properties were found. In this case work regimes was constant: spindle rotation speed – 400 rpm, feed rate – 400 mm/min and plunge rate – 300 mm/min, stepover – 0.8 mm. Fig. 9 shows the dependence between forming depth and forming angle. However it was necessary to decrease work regimes then the macro fractures occurred. Further experiments showed that the
forming angle of 75º can be obtained with stepover of 0.4 mm. Moreover, after these experiments it is possible to conclude that material AW1050 has significantly better formability characteristics in comparison with AW5754 and can be used for production of deeper moulds what do not care high mechanical loads.

SPIF is very efficient technology, in comparison with hard tooling manufacturing. For example to form part with angle 75º, and depth 93 mm takes 54 min. while with conventional mould making processes (only roughing) could take more than 2 hours.

Plastic deformation of the metal allows producing complex moulds. Therefore aluminium alloy structure and mechanical properties are drastically changed too. It is known hardness of AL-Mg alloys increases by 20 – 30% after plastic deformation. However data in Fig. 10 shows that hardness of material AWS754 increase about 60 % after deformation. Change of AW1050 hardness is very similar. When thickness of mould is 0.7 mm hardness is higher by approximately 60%.

Aiming to define the quality of the surface, surface waviness of the both sides of formed parts different forming angles was measured (Fig. 11). It was noticed, that waviness of the inside surface is lower in comparison with the outside surface. Moreover, if tool stepover distance decreases, waviness decreases too. It can be noticed that for forming angle of 76º waviness of the outside surface increases significantly. Such results have been obtained because two forming passes were used in this case. That helped to increase forming angle, but waviness increased significantly too. Therefore applications of such multi pass method can be limited by requirements for the quality of moulds surfaces.

5. Results and conclusions

The conclusions are mainly based on empirical data. The experiment was performed using aluminium alloys AWS754 and AW1050, thus other materials may condition different results. Conclusions of the experimental research might be useful for the development of new innovative products in the area of rapid prototyping, tooling and advanced fast production of customised composite structures. The research performed enables making the following conclusions:

1. The presented method could be used for rapid production of moulds for manufacturing of composite structure. This technology allows reducing of manufacturing time and manufacturing cost in comparison with conventional tools making technologies.

2. It was defined that formability of the moulds greatly depends on the forming angle and mechanical properties of formed material. For material AWS754, forming angle can be to 53º, but for material AW1050 forming angle can be to 75º then using one forming pass. The angle can be higher when two forming passes are used.

3. Analysis of waviness of formed surfaces showed that there is a possibility to produce moulds and prototypes of high surface quality. E.g. surface waviness \( R_t \) varies from 20 to 52 µm for AW1050 alloy in single pass mode of forming.
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Summary

The article presents results of analysis of applications of incremental forming technology for production of composite moulds. Results of the research of formability of sheet metal based on single point incremental forming are presented. This technology is particularly useful for manufacturing new prototypes and moulds for composite structure manufacturing. The publication introduces new technological equipment for incremental sheet metal forming. The research was performed using sheet blanks of aluminium alloys AW5754 and AW1050. The article analyses the influence of geometrical parameters of parts (moulds for composites forming) on formability of sheet metal and influence on the product properties.
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